
Von: Mayabaum Verlag zukunftsbasis@gmail.com
Betreff: Re: - It will be over soon - family corruption fried - It will be over soon - you will be executed for it
Datum: 7. September 2022 um 14:50

An: info@simplycolorlab.com, adamfried@earthlink.com, adam_fried@earthlink.com
Kopie: JuliaHahn1@gmx.de, adamfried@yahoo.com, adam@simplycanvas.com, friedjennifer@yahoo.com, baric.com@juno.com,

jonathan@123cheapdomains.com, fried.mina@gmail.com, mina.fried@yahoo.com, aschubow@att.net,
support@simplycolorlab.com, barsi@avanthausmedia.com, contact@wp-media.me, printing@simplycolorlab.com,
returns@simplycolorlab.com

- It will be over soon - family corruption fried - It will be over soon - you will be executed 
for it

To: Adam M Fried, Sheryl M Saxon 1214 Palmer Rd, Fort Washington, MD 20744 and 
Adam Fried and Julia Hahn 2113 Pinebrook Trl, Cuyahoga Falls, OH 44223

Hello Adam Jason Fried and Julia Hahn, 
hello Christina, hello Jonathan Buttigieg, hello Adam M Fried,

Adam Jason Fried & Julia Hahn are not married according to our criminal investigations. 
They have been faking a sham marriage in Germany since 2016 in order to cover up the 
world's most dangerous and largest gang and white-collar crime of all time, which they 
operate together with Sabrina, Tanja and Alfred Seehofer in Germany.

Adam Jason Fried and Julia Hahn stole our entire company know-how together with the 
Seehofer family on December 8th, 2016 and sold our pioneering studies to the Ministry of 
Justice in Munich and the District Office in Oberallgau.

In 2016, Julia Hahn and Sabrina Seehofer took two false oaths with false statements of fact 
at the Kempten District Court in order to steal our studies. Also to sell and distribute them 
worldwide to America via Adam Jason Fried without our permission and paying licenses. 
Adam Jason Fried and Julia Hahn copied all of our contracts for themselves and thus 
committed copyright infringement, document fraud, document forgery together with lawyer 
Anett Raumschüssel and Sabrina, Tanja and Alfred Seehofer.

They are all in possession of our trademark law company know-how and are obliged to 
report this incident to the court immediately so that Julia Hahn and Adam Jason Fried can 
be arrested.

Show this email to the court in the USA and also send this email with blogs from our press 
reports in our future radio to the Federal Criminal Police Office Gerlinde Hogen and State 
Criminal Police Office Peter Stoeckle in Germany. Otherwise, it remains to be assumed that 
you have joined the corruption clan and supported it, as well as the sham marriage that was 
created by lawyer Raumschuessel with document fraud.

Since December 8th, 2022, Sabrina, Tanja and Alfred Seehofer have not yet signed a 
termination agreement with us and our company and our company know-how has not been 
returned. Thus, the private and business contract between Sabrina, Tanja and Alfred 
Seehofer with us and our company has been in place for 7 years.

Our services of the last 7 years with weekend surcharge are to be paid in full and everyone 
who joins the corruption clan automatically accepts and binds himself to our ongoing service 
contract from 2016 of our company with Sabrina, Tanja and Alfred Seehofer. The termination 
agreement must be irrevocably concluded by all parties with our company.

Here to the blogs of our public press reports in our future radio: 

Here the last assassination attempt on behalf of the corruption clan through a letter and 
address scenario from Sabrina and Tanja, Alfred Seehofer, Adam Jason Fried & Julia Hahn 
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address scenario from Sabrina and Tanja, Alfred Seehofer, Adam Jason Fried & Julia Hahn 
and corruption and bribes to the police and criminal police Kempten.

https://zukunftsradio.com/bsg-allgau-phm-gerlinde-hogen-bewaffnetes-attentat/

https://zukunftsradio.com/rs-hypnosis-zentrum-ug-sven-frisch-rainer-schnell/

https://zukunftsradio.com/korruptionsclan-heiratsschwindler-adam-jason-fried-julia-
hahn/

https://zukunftsradio.com/korruptionsclan-julia-geb-hahn-verheiratet-mit-adam-fried/

https://zukunftsradio.com/korruptionsclan-heiratsschwindler-adam-fried-julia-hahn/

- It will be over soon -

Mayabaum Verlag- Zukunftsbasis® ltd. 

CEO, Doris Stoehr & Manuel Tuebner 
Victoria Street 201a  
SW1E 5NE London 
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